Addendum

12th Annual

Center of the Nation NSIP Sheep Sale

July 29, 2017

Clay County Fairgrounds – Spencer, IA
**149 K 7026T**  
**NSIP ID # 620105-2017-K7026T**  
**Pending**  
**Born: 2/8/17**  
**Polypay Ram**  
**Woodhill PA 0210 TR**  
**Woodhill WA1041 TR**  
**Woodhill WH 1075 SG**  
**Twin RR**  
**Dakota Krome 4124 TW**  
**Dakota Krome 114 TW**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EBVs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WWT</td>
<td>MWWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dam of this fine ram is an own daughter of the famous UNO. Loot at the “butts and guts” on this guy. He certainly will help improve your flock.

**150 K 7015D**  
**NSIP ID # 620105-2017-K7015D**  
**Pending**  
**Born: 2/4/17**  
**Polypay Ram**  
**CAK Polypay K4019D**  
**Elm Creek E5019D**  
**Elm Creek E3024X**  
**CAK Polypay K3007A QD**  
**Dakota Krome K5102A TW**  
**Dakota Krome 351 TW**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EBVs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WWT</td>
<td>MWWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This growthy ram has excellent potential to grow your flock. He is out of a young ewe whose maternal side overflows with triplets that have good growth.
Lot 118
We knew we had this guy in our younger group and we knew he had to go. 17E033 is still a little green but he has a lot of good. His pedigree is also a little different. He is out of our Kentucky ram and the only ewe we have left in the flock from 2014. Who is his mother? She's a daughter of our old A109 Ram that had sired the majority of our consignments and high sellers over the past years and her mother is our most potent generator A134. We feel this guy can make a significant impact on the buyers flock. He's a late maturing, large outlined, ruggedly constructed ram that percentages really well and has the genetic potential to back move any flock forward. He'd be in our keeper pen but we have a significant number of daughters out of our Kentucky Ram we decided to offer you the opportunity to own him. His numbers read: 3.0 wwt, 5.1 PWWT, -2.7 PFAT, -.7 PEMD, 127.1 Carcass+ and he's RRNN.
Lot 119:
The fourth Ram going in the trailer to Spencer is 17E018. Study this guy’s post weaning weight, he is bred to grow. We think he would work great for a commercial producer wanting a ram that will shorten days on feed and offers the structure and build to to provide some longevity to his flock. 17E018 goes back to a predictable 2009 model ewe, who we are fond of, couple that with the fact he's an outlier on growth if he didn't bleed QR he may have found his way into our keeper pen. 3.7 WWT, 7.5 PWWT, -2.0 PFAT, -1.8 PEMD, 122.5 Carcass+ QRNN
Lot 120:
Our 3rd lot 17E006 is another phenotype example what we are trying to build with the genetic performance we offer. He's out of a ram we purchased from the University of Kentucky two years ago. We were looking for some genetic diversity in the flock and to build the pattern and profile of our sheep while not giving up the growth and muscle we already had, and we think we've done that with this Ram. 17E006 exemplifies what we were trying to do both pheno and geno types. If you study his pedigree you'll also notice he has the same grand dam as 16E002 and is out of another up and coming young ewe in our flock. We really like this guy as a complete ram that offers a ton of quality in terms of look, muscle and growth. He should be quite popular on sale day.
1.4 wwt, 2.6 PWWT, -1.8 PFAT, .03 PEMD, 123.3 Carcass+, QRNN
Lot 121
Our 2nd Ram making the trip to Spencer is 16E005. When we made this guy we knew we were lining up our old B133 lines to make a productive high growth individual and that is what it gave us. This guy is a tank, he's a ruggedly built individual that has as powerful of skeleton as any ram in the barn. He is ideal for the commercial sheep producer that has a lot of pasture to cover and wants robust, lambs that grow extremely well.
3.1 WWT, 6.1 PWWT, =.4 PFAT -1.3 PEMD, 116 Carcass+ QRNN
Lot 122:
Each year our lead ram is a special one and this year is no exception. 16E002 is one that we've kept our eye on from birth. This is a heavy-muscled ram that explodes with power from rack to hip and combines it with a level attractive pattern. He is also one that genetically will make your lambs grow and add carcass value to them. This guy's mother was one of our student's favorites as a lamb from the 2015 crop and has not disappointed already putting a keeper ewe lamb back in the flock last year and now giving us this guy. Lot 122 boasts a 2.0 wwt, 3.3 PWWT - 1.3Pfat 1.0PEMD, 132.2 Carcass+ and bleed RRNN.